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Let G be a 2-edge-connected graph with m edges and n vertices. The following
two conjectures are proved in this paper.
(i) The edges of G can be covered by circuits of total length at most
m+n&1.
(ii) The vertices of G can be covered by circuits of total length at most
2(n&1), where n2.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The graphs considered here may have loops or parallel edges. The vertex
set and edge set of a graph G are denoted by V(G) and E(G), respectively.
Consider a 2-edge-connected graph G. If the edges of G can be covered by
circuits of total length l, then replacing each edge e by m(e) copies of e,
where m(e) is the number of the circuits containing e, yields an eulerian
graph, which implies that G has a postman tour of length l. But the
converse may not be true, namely, a postman tour of length l in G does not
necessarily imply that the edges of G can be covered by circuits of total
length l. For instance, the Petersen graph has a postman tour of length 20,
while its edges cannot be covered by circuits of total length less than 21.
It is well known that every connected graph G has a postman tour of
length at most |E(G)|+|V(G)|&1. Can this upper bound be used for a
circuit cover? In 1978, Itai and Rodeh [10] asked whether the edges of a
2-edge-connected graph G can be covered by circuits of total length at most
|E(G)|+|V(G)|&1, which is now commonly regarded as a conjecture.
Conjecture 1.1. The edges of a 2-edge-connected graph G can be
covered by circuits of total length at most |E(G)|+|V(G)|&1.
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There is a polynomial-time algorithm (see Edmonds and Johnson [4])
to determine whether a graph has a postman tour of length at most k, for
a given constant k. However, it was proved in 1994 by Thomassen [14]
that the problem of determining whether the edges of a graph can be
covered by circuits of total length at most k, for a given constant k, is NP-
complete, which was conjectured in 1981 by Itai, Lipton, Papadimitriou,
and Rodeh [9].
Toward a proof of Conjecture 1.1, Itai and Rodeh [10] gave the first
upper bound |E(G)|+(2 log |V(G)| ) |V(G)|. A breakthrough, relying on
Jaeger’s 8-flow theorem [12], was made by Itai, Lipton, Papadimitriou,
and Rodeh [9] who proved that the edges of G can be covered by circuits
of total length at most |E(G)|+6 |V(G)|&7. Independently, Alon and
Tarsi [1] and Bermond, Jackson, and Jaeger [3] improved the bound to
|E(G)|+(73)( |V(G)|&1), which was improved further to |E(G)|+(54)
( |V(G)|&1) by Fraisse [8], and then to |E(G)|+(65)( |V(G)|&1) and to
|E(G)|+(2524)( |V(G)|&1) by the author [5, 7]. It was proved by Alspach,
Goddyn, and Zhang [2] that Conjecture 1.1 is true for graphs that do not
contain the Petersen graph as a minor. In this paper, we settle Conjecture
1.1 affirmatively. (The bound |E(G)|+|V(G)|&1 in the conjecture is best
possible, demonstrated by the graphs obtained from a tree by replacing
each edge with k parallel edges, where k is an odd number at least 3.)
In 1983, Bermond, Jackson, and Jaeger [3] considered the problem of
covering vertices by circuits, and conjectured that the vertices of a 2-connected
graph G can be covered by circuits of total length at most 2(|V(G)|&1). By
definition, a 2-connected graph contains at least two vertices. (Note that the
statement is not true for graphs on one vertex.) Replacing 2-connectedness
with 2-edge-connectedness, the conjecture can be equivalently restated as
Conjecture 1.2. The vertices of a 2-edge-connected graph G can be
covered by circuits of total length at most 2( |V(G)|&1), where |V(G)|2.
Consider a 2-edge-connected graph G. Let H be the graph obtained from
G by replacing each edge of G with a path of two edges, that is, inserting
a new vertex into each edge of G. Then H is 2-edge-connected and |V(H)|
=|E(G)|+|V(G)|. If Conjecture 1.2 is true, then the vertices of H can be
covered by circuits C1 , C2 , ..., Ct in H with
:
t
i=1
|Ci |2( |V(H)|&1)=2(|E(G)|+|V(G)|&1).
By the construction of H, each Ci in H gives rise to a circuit Bi in G with
|Bi |= 12 |Ci |, 1it, and moreover, each edge of G is in at least one of
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[B1 , B2 , ..., Bt] since each vertex of H is in at least one of [C1 , C2 , ..., Ct].
Thus, the edges of G are covered by circuits B1 , B2 , ..., Bt of total length
:
t
i=1
|Bi |= 12 :
t
i=1
|Ci | |E(G)|+|V(G)|&1.
This shows that the truth of Conjecture 1.2 implies the truth of Conjecture 1.1
Toward a proof of Conjecture 1.2, Bermond, Jackson, and Jaeger [3]
established the first upper bound (103)( |V(G)|&1), which was improved
to (5023)( |V(G)|&1) by Fraisse [8]. Jackson [11] proved that Conjecture
1.2 is true for graphs that have a nowhere-zero 4-flow (so including all
2-edge-connected planar graphs by the Four Color Theorem). In this paper,
we prove Conjecture 1.2 as an application of our main theorem, which deals
with circuit covers of a weighted graph.
A weighted graph is one in which each edge e is assigned a nonnegative
number w(e), called the weight of e. For a subgraph H of a weighted graph,
the weight of H is defined by w(H)=e # E(H) w(e). The following theorem
is the main result of this paper.
Main Theorem. Let G be 2-edge-connected weighted graph. Then the
edges of G can be covered by circuits of total weight at most w(G)+w(H),
for some subgraph H with at most |V(G)|&1 edges.
It is clear that the Main Theorem gives an affirmative answer to Conjecture
1.1 with w(e)=1 for each edge e # E(G). In the last section, we use the theorem
to prove Conjecture 1.2. The proof of the theorem, given in Section 5, is based
on a new result on integer flows, which is proved in Section 4 by using a
key lemma in Section 3.
2. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY
Two non-loop edges are parallel if they have the same ends. A k-separa-
tion of a graph G is a pair (G1 , G2) of subgraphs of G, each with at least
k+1 vertices, such that E(G1) & E(G2)=<, E(G1) _ E(G2)=E(G), and
|V(G1) & V(G2)|=k. G is k-connected, or simply connected when k=1, if it
has no l-separation with l<k. The set V(G1) & V(G2) is called a k-separat-
ing set, or simply separating vertex when k=1. A cut of a connected graph
is a set of edges whose removal disconnects the graph. A connected graph
is k-edge-connected if it has no cut of cardinality less than k. (The connec-
tedness defined here slightly differs from the standard one. By the definition
here, the complete graphs are k-connected for all k.)
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A graph H is a spanning subgraph of G if E(H)E(G) and V(H)=V(G).
For v # V(G), a vertex u is called a neighbor of v if it is joined to v by an
edge; the set of neighbors of v is denoted by N(v). The degree of v is the
number of edges incident with v, loops being counted twice. An edge is said
to be contracted if it is removed and its ends are identified. For XE(G),
the contraction and deletion of X are denoted by GX and G"X, respec-
tively. Sometimes it is convenient to regard a subgraph as a set of edges,
or vice versa. Thus we may use notation such as |H|, GH, and G"H for
a subgraph H of G or V(X) for a set X of edges in G. For SV(G), G&S
denotes the graph obtained from G by deleting all the vertices of S together
with all the edges with at least one end in S. When S=[v], we simplify
this notation to G&v.
In this paper, a cycle is a graph in which each vertex has even degree,
while a circuit is a minimal non-empty cycle. The length of a cycle is the
number of edges in it. A circuit decomposition of a cycle is a set of edge-
disjoint circuits whose union is the cycle. Clearly, any non-empty cycle has
a circuit decomposition. A circuit cover of E(G)(V(G)) is a set of circuits of
G such that each edge (vertex) of G is contained in at least one of the
circuits. The length of a circuit cover is the sum of the lengths of the circuits
in the cover. A circuit cover is represented by a set of cycles if it is a union
of circuit decompositions of those cycles. Thus, if C is a circuit cover
represented by cycles A1 , A2 , ..., At , then the length of C is  ti=1 |Ai |.
3. A LEMMA
The lemma in this section plays a key role in our proof of the Main
Theorem. The main idea partially originates from [6] and is inspired by
Seymour’s proof of the 6-flow theorem [13]. Let X and H be subgraphs
of G, and let v be a specified vertex in G. For an integer t, we say that
H=(X) t , realized by C1C2 } } } Cs with vertex sequence v1v2 } } } vs
excluding v, if E(H)=X _ C1 _ C2 _ } } } _ Cs such that (i) each C i
is a circuit in H with |Ci"(X _ C1 _ C2 _ } } } _ Ci&1)|t, 1is, and
(ii) vi # V(Ci)"(V(X) _ [v]), 1is, and vi {vj , 1i{ js. In what
follows, we only need a special case of the definition, namely the case that
t=3.
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a 3-edge-connected graph. Let v # V(G) and e an
edge incident with v. Then there is a cycle X in G&v, consisting of vertex-
disjoint circuits, and a 2-edge-connected spanning subgraph H of G"e such
that H=(X) 3 , realized by C1 C2 } } } Cs with vertex sequence v1v2 } } } vs
excluding v.
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Proof. We use induction on |V(G)|. If |V(G)|=1, Let H be the empty
graph on v and choose X=<. The lemma holds trivially. Assume that
|V(G)|2 and the lemma holds for all graphs G$ with |V(G$)|<|V(G)|.
If G has a 1-separation, say (G1 , G2) with separating vertex u, we may
assume that both v and e are contained in G1 . By the induction hypothesis,
there is a cycle X$ in G1&v, consisting of vertex-disjoint circuits, and a
2-edge-connected spanning subgraph H1 of G1 "e such that H1=(X$) 3 ,
realized by A1A2 } } } As with vertex sequence a1a2 } } } as excluding v.
Applying the induction hypothesis to G2 with u as the specified vertex, we
have a cycle X" in G2&u, consisting of vertex-disjoint circuits, and a
2-edge-connected spanning subgraph H2 of G2 such that H2=(X") 3 ,
realized by B1B2 } } } Bt with vertex sequence b1b2 } } } bt excluding u. Let
X=X$ _ X" and H=H1 _ H2 . Then, X is a cycle in G&v, consisting of
vertex-disjoint circuits, and H is a 2-edge-connected spanning subgraph of
G"e such that H=(X) 3 , realized by B1 B2 } } } Bt A1 A2 } } } As with vertex
sequence b1b2 } } } bta1a2 } } } as excluding v. Suppose therefore that G is
2-connected.
If G"e contains parallel edges, say e1 and e2 , with ends a and b, let C0 be
the circuit consisting of e1 and e2 . Consider G*=GC0 and denote by z the
new vertex in G* resulting from the contraction of C0 . (z=v if v # [a, b].) By
the induction hypothesis, there is a cycle X* in G*&v, consisting of vertex-dis-
joint circuits, and a 2-edge-connected spanning subgraph H* of G*"e such
that H*=(X*)3 , realized by C1*C2* } } } C s* with vertex sequence v1v2 } } } vs
excluding v. For each i, 1is, if C i* is already a circuit of G (that is, if
z  V(C i*) or z # V(C i*) but the two edges incident with z in C i* are both inci-
dent with the same vertex of [a, b] in G), let Ci=C i*; otherwise, let
Ci=C i* _ [e1]. In this way, C1*C2* } } } C s* is converted into a sequence
C1C2 } } } Cs of circuits of G. Similarly, if X* is already a cycle of G, let X=X*;
otherwise, let X=X* _ [e1]. In either case, X is a cycle in G&v, consisting of
vertex-disjoint circuits.
(i) X=X*. Then |V(X) & [a, b]|1, and so a  V(X) or b  V(X),
say a  V(X). Let H=H* _ C0 . Since G*=GC0 and H* is a 2-edge-
connected spanning subgraph of G*"e, we have that H is a 2-edge-connected
spanning subgraph of G"e. If z  [v1 , v2 , ..., vs], then H=(X) 3 , realized
by C0C1 C2 } } } Cs with vertex sequence av1v2 } } } vs excluding v. If z #
[v1 , v2 , ..., vs], say z=vk for some k, 1ks, then z  V(X), which implies
that V(X ) & [a, b]=<, and hence H=(X) 3 , realized by C0 C1C2 } } } Cs
with vertex sequence av1v2 } } } vk&1bvk+1 } } } vs excluding v or bv1v2 } } }
vk&1avk+1 } } } vs excluding v, according as b # V(Ck) or a # V(Ck).
(ii) X=X* _ [e1]. Then z # V(X*) and so z  [v1 , v2 , ..., vs]. Let
H=H* _ [e1]. Since X*, and so H*, contains an edge incident with a and
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an edge incident with b, we see that H is a 2-edge-connected spanning sub-
graph of G"e, and H=(X) 3 , realized by C1C2 } } } Cs with vertex sequence
v1v2 } } } vs excluding v. Therefore, we suppose that
(3.1) G"e contains no parallel edges.
If G has a 2-separation, say (G1 , G2) with separating set [ y, w], choose
(G1 , G2) such that both v and e are contained in G1 , and subject to this,
|V(G2)| is as small as possible. Since G is 3-edge-connected, and by (3.1),
it follows from the minimality of G2 that G2 is 2-edge-connected.
Let F1=GG2 and denote by z the new vertex resulting from the contrac-
tion of G2 . (z=v if v # [ y, w].) By the induction hypothesis, there is a cycle
X1 in F1&v, consisting of vertex-disjoint circuits, and a 2-edge-connected
spanning subgraph H1 , of F1"e such that H1=(X1)3 , realized by A$1A$2 } } } A$s
with vertex sequence a1a2 } } } as excluding v. Similarly to the proof of (3.1),
but more involved, we consider the following two cases.
Case 1. X1 is a cycle of G, namely, X1 does not contain z or contains
z but the two edges incident with z in X1 are both incident with the same
vertex of [ y, w] in G. So |V(X1) & [ y, w]|1. Let F2 be the graph obtained
from G2 by adding a new edge e$ joining y and w. Since G is 3-edge-connected
and G2 is 2-edge-connected, we have that F2 is 3-edge-connected. Now,
choose a vertex u # [ y, w] in F2 by the following rules.
(a) If z # [a1 , a2 , ..., as] (so V(X1) & [ y, w]=<), say z=ak so
(V(Ck) & [ y, w]{<) for some k, 1ks, then let u= y if y # V(Ck) or
u=w if y  V(Ck). (Note that y  V(Ck) implies that w # V(Ck).)
(b) If z  [a1 , a2 , ..., as] and V(X1) & [ y, w]{<, then let u be the
only vertex in V(X1) & [ y, w].
(c) If z  [a1 , a2 , ..., as] and V(X1) & [ y, w]=<, then let u= y.
Applying the induction hypothesis to F2 with u and e$ as the specified
vertex and edge, we have a cycle X2 in F2&u, consisting of vertex-disjoint
circuits, and a 2-edge-connected spanning subgraph H2 of F2"e$ (=G2)
such that H2=(X2) 3 , realized by B1B2 } } } Bt with vertex sequence b1b2 } } } bt
excluding u. Then, X=X1 _ X2 is a cycle in G&v, consisting of vertex-disjoint
circuits, and H=H1 _ H2 is a 2-edge-connected spanning subgraph of G"e.
We now use H2 to convert A$i into circuits of G. For each i, 1is, if A$i is
already a circuit of G, let Ai=A$i ; otherwise, let Ai be the circuit obtained from
A$i by adding a path from y to w in H2 . (such a path exists since H2 is a 2-edge-
connected spanning subgraph of G2 .) This converts A$1A$2 } } } A$s into a
sequence A1A2 } } } As of circuits of G such that
|Ai "(X _ B1 _ B2 } } } Bt _ A1 _ } } } _ Ai&1)|3.
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Consequently, H=(X)3 , realized by B1 B2 } } } Bt A1A2 } } } As with vertex
sequence b1b2 } } } bta1a2 } } } as excluding v, where ak is replaced by u if rule
(a) is used.
Case 2. X1 is not a cycle of G. So z # V(X1) and X1 contains exactly
one edge incident with y and one edge with w. Then, there is a path P from
y to w in G2 such that X1 _ P is a cycle in G, consisting of vertex-disjoint
circuits in G&v. Let Q=G2 P and denote by zq the new vertex resulting
from the contraction of P. Since Q can be regarded as a graph obtained
from G by contracting G1 first and then P, we see that Q is 3-edge-connected.
Applying the induction hypothesis to Q with zq as the specified vertex, we have
a cycle Xq in Q&zq , consisting of vertex-disjoint circuits, and a 2-edge-
connected spanning subgraph Hq of Q such that Hq=(Xq) 3 , realized by
D$1D$2 } } } D$t with vertex sequence d1d2 } } } dt excluding zq . Let X=X1 _ P _ Xq .
Clearly X is a cycle in G&v, consisting of vertex-disjoint circuits. Noting
that X1 H1 and X1 _ P is a cycle, we see that H=H1 _ P _ Hq is a
2-edge-connected spanning subgraph of G"e. For each i, 1it, extend
D$i into a circuit Di of G by adding a segment of P if necessary (Di=D$i if
D$i is already a circuit of G). As in Case 1, we need to convert each A$i into
a circuit of G. This time, we use the path P. For each i, 1is, if A$i is
already a circuit of G, let Ai=A$i ; otherwise, let Ai=A$i _ P. This converts
A$1A$2 } } } A$s into a sequence A1A2 } } } As of circuits of G such that H=(X)3 ,
realized by D1D2 } } } DtA1A2 } } } As with vertex sequence d1d2 } } } dta1a2 } } } as
excluding v. This ends Case 2. Consequently, we suppose that
(3.2) G is 3-connected.
Let e1 , e2 , ..., er&1 , er be the non-loop edges incident with v, where e=er ,
and let ui be the end of ei other than v, 1ir. Since G is 3-edge-connected,
we have that r3.
Let k{m, 1k, mr&1. By (3.1), uk {um . If there is a circuit in
G&[v, uk] which contains um and a neighbor of uk , say that e$ is an edge
joining uk to the circuit, let C be such a circuit and let C0 be a circuit
consisting of [ek , em , e$] and a segment of C; if uk and um are joined by an
edge e", let C=< and C0=[ek , em , e"]. In either case, C _ C0 is 2-edge-
connected and contains v. Contract C _ C0 into a single vertex v* and
denote by G* the resulting graph. By the induction hypothesis, there is a
cycle X* in G*&v*, consisting of vertex-disjoint circuits, and a 2-edge-
connected spanning subgraph H* of G*"e such that H*=(X*) 3 , realized
by C1*C 2* } } } C s* with vertex sequence v1v2 } } } vs excluding v*. For each i,
1is, extend C i* into a circuit Ci of G by adding a path in C _ C0 if
necessary (Ci=C i* if C i* is already a circuit of G). Let X=X* _ C and
H=H* _ C _ C0 . Then, X is a cycle in G&v, consisting of vertex-disjoint
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circuits, and H is a 2-edge-connected spanning subgraph of G"e such that
H=(X) 3 , realized by C0C1C2 } } } Cs with vertex sequence v0 v1v2 } } } vs
excluding v, where v0=uk . We suppose therefore that
(3.3) For any distinct k and m, 1k, mr&1, there is no circuit in
G&[v, uk] that contains um and a neighbor of uk ; there is no edge joining
uk and um .
Since G is 3-edge-connected and |V(G)|2, by (3.1) |V(G)|3, and by
the second part of (3.3), |V(G)|5. Hence |V(G&[v, u1])|3. We note
that, in a 2-connected graph with more than two vertices, any two vertices
lie in a common circuit, which together with (3.3) implies that G&[v, u1]
cannot be 2-connected.
Let (W1 , W2) be a 1-separation of G&[v, u1] with separating vertex w.
(Note that G&[v, u1] is connected by (3.2).) Choose (W1 , W2) such that
ur # V(W1), and subject to this, |V(W2)| is as small as possible. So W2
is 2-connected. Recall that N(x) is the set of neighbors of x. If we have both
V(W2&w) & N(u1){< and V(W2&w) & N(v){<,
say a # V(W2&w) & N(u1) and b # V(W2&w) & N(v), then, by the second
part of (3.3), a{b, but a and b lie in a common circuit in W2 which
contradicts the first part of (3.3). Therefore, either
V(W2&w) & N(u1)=< or V(W2&w) & N(v)=<.
In the former case [w, v], and in the latter case [w, u1], is a separating set
of G, which contradicts (3.2), and completes the proof of the lemma. K
4. INTEGER FLOWS
Let G be a graph with an orientation. For each vertex v # V(G), E+(v)
is the set of non-loop edges with tail v, and E&(v) is the set of non-loop
edges with head v. Let f be an integer-valued function on E(G). Set
f (v)= :
e # E+(v)
f (e)& :
e # E&(v)
f (e).
f is called a flow in G if f (v)=0 for each vertex v # V(G). Furthermore, if
there is a positive integer k such that &k< f (e)<k for every e # E(G),
then f is called a k-flow in G. The support of a flow f in G is defined
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by S( f )=[e # E(G): f (e){0]; f is nowhere-zero if S( f )=E(G). In the
definition of a flow, an orientation of the graph is only used as reference.
If G has a nowhere-zero k-flow for some orientation, then it has a nowhere-
zero k-flow for any orientation. For this reason, we simply say that a graph
has a k-flow, without mentioning the orientation of the graph. For a flow
f in G, define that
Ei ( f )=[e # E(G): f (e)=i] and E\i ( f )=Ei ( f ) _ E&i ( f ).
Thus, f is nowhere-zero if E0( f )=<. The following proposition is a
known fact about nowhere-zero 4-flows.
Proposition 4.1. If G has a nowhere-zero 4-flow f, then it has a circuit
cover of E(G) represented by two cycles A and B such that A & B=E\2( f ).
A basic result on k-flows is the following one due to Tutte [15]. It states
that any flow can be reduced modulo k to a k-flow for any positive integer k.
Proposition 4.2. If G has a flow f, then for any integer k>0, G has a
k-flow g such that g(e)#f (e) (mod k) for each e # E(G).
We now use the lemma proved in the previous section to establish the
following theorem on the existence of certain 4-flows in a 2-edge-connected
graph.
Theorem 4.3. Let G be a 2-edge-connected graph. Then G has a cycle X,
consisting of vertex-disjoint circuits, and a 4-flow f such that
E0( f )X and |E\2( f )"X ||V(G)|&|X |&1.
Proof. Use induction on |V(G)|. If |V(G)|=1, then G consists of loops
and the theorem holds trivially with X=< and E\2( f )=<. Assume that
|V(G)|2.
If G has a cut [e1 , e2] of two edges, let G$=Ge1 , and by induction, G$
has a cycle X$, consisting of vertex-disjoint circuits, and a flow f $ such that
E0( f $)X$ and |E\2( f $)"X$||V(G$)|&|X$|&1.
We now extend f $ to a 4-flow f in G as follows. Suppose that a and b are
the ends of e1 . Consider f $ as a function on E(G"e1). Since f $ is a flow in
G$ and [e1 , e2] is a cut of G, we have that f $(v)=0 for each v # V(G)"[a, b]
and | f $(a)|=| f $(b)|=| f $(e2)|, where f $(a) and f $(b) have opposite signs.
Now, let f (e)= f $(e) if e # E(G)"[e1] and let f (e1)= f $(e2) or & f $(e2),
depending on the orientation, so that f (a)=0 and f (b)=0 in G. Then,
f (v)=0 for each v # V(G), and thus, f is a 4-flow in G.
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If e2 # X$, let X=X$ _ [e1]; otherwise, let X=X$. Clearly E0( f )X. If
X=X$ _ [e1],
|E\2( f )"X |= |E\2( f $)"X$||V(G$)|&|X$|&1,
using |X$|=|X |&1,
|E\2( f )"X | |V(G$)|&|X |.
If X=X$,
|E\2( f )"X | |E\2( f $)"X$|+1|V(G$)|&|X$|,
using |X$|=|X |,
|E\2( f )"X | |V(G$)|&|X |.
In either case, since |V(G$)|=|V(G)|&1, we have that
|E\2( f )"X ||V(G)|&|X |&1,
as claimed by the theorem. Suppose therefore that G is 3-edge-connected.
By Lemma 3.1, for some vertex v # V(G), G has a cycle X in G&v,
consisting of vertex-disjoint circuits, and a 2-edge-connected spanning sub-
graph H of G such that H=(X)3 , realized by C1 C2 } } } Cs with vertex
sequence v1v2 } } } vs excluding v. For each i, 0is, put
Xi=X _ C1 _ C2 _ } } } _ Ci ,
where X0=X, and consider the following statement:
(4.1) G has a 4-flow fi such that E0( fi)/Xi and |E\2( f i)"Xi |s&i.
Let E(G)"E(H)=[e1 , e2 , ..., en]. Since H is a 2-edge-connected spanning
subgraph of G, for each j, 1 jn, there is a circuit Bj in H _ [ej] which
contains ej . Let Z=B1 B2  } } } Bn . Clearly Z is a cycle in G that
contains all ej , 1 jn. Let fs be a 2-flow in G with support S( fs)=Z.
Then E0( fs)H=Xs and E\2( fs)=<. Since fs is also a 4-flow in G, we
see that the statement (4.1) is true for i=s. Assuming that (4.1) is true
for i=t, ts, namely,
E0( ft)Xt and |E\2( ft)"Xt |s&t,
we shall prove that it is true for i=t&1, t1. Let . be a 2-flow in G with
S(.)=Ct and let D=Ct "(X _ C1 _ C2 } } } _ Ct&1). Since |D|3 and
.(e)=1 or &1 for each e # D, we may choose an integer l, 0l3, such
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that ft(e)+l.(e)0 (mod 4) for each e # D. Let = ft+l.. Then, noting
that S(.)=Ct Xt ,
(4.2) (e)#fe(e) (mod 4) for each e # E(G)"Xt and (e)0 (mod 4) for
each e # D.
We note that  may have flow values greater than 3 on some edges
in Xt . However, we can use Proposition 4.2 with k=4 to reduce  to a
4-flow with the property (4.2) above. For simplicity, we assume that  has
been chosen to be the 4-flow obtained by using Proposition 4.2.
If |E\2() & D|= |D|, let $=+.. Then $(e) # [\1, \3] for each
e # D, and so |E\2($) & D|=0. (Note that $ may have flow values \4
on some edges in Xt , but $(e)#(e)#ft(e) (mod 4) for each e # E(G)"Xt .)
If |E\2() & D|=|D|&1, say d is the only edge in D with (d ) #
[\1, \3]. Without loss of generality, we assume that .(d )=1. If (d)=1
or &3, let $=+.; If (d )=&1 or 3, let $=&.. In either case,
E\ 2($) & D=[d].
If |E\2() & D|= |D|&2, let $=. Since |D|3, we have that
|E\2($) & D|1.
In each case above, |E\2($) & D|1, E0($)Xt"D, and
(4.3) $(e)#ft(e) (mod 4) for each e # E(G)"Xt .
Note that $ may have flow values \4 on some edges in Xt "D, but, by
Proposition 4.2 with k=4, $ gives rise to a 4-flow g in G such that
E0(g)Xt"D=Xt&1
and
|E\2(g)"Xt&1 |=|E\2($)"Xt |+|E\2($) & D|.
By (4.3),
|E\2($)"Xt |=|E\2( ft)"Xt |s&t,
and since |E\2($) & D|1, it follows that
|E\2(g)"Xt&1 |s&t+1=s&(t&1).
This shows that (4.1) is true for i=t&1 with ft&1= g. Therefore (4.1) is
true for all i, 0is. In particular, with i=0, (4.1) gives a 4-flow f0 in G
with
E0( f0)X0=X and |E\2( f0)"X |s.
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We note that, in the vertex sequence v1v2 } } } vs , all vi , 1is, are distinct
and vi  V(X) _ [v] for each i, 1is, which implies that s|V(G)|&
(|V(X)|+1). Since X consists of vertex-disjoint circuits, |V(X )|=|X | and
so s|V(G)|&|X |&1. Theorem 4.3 follows with f =f0 . K
5. MAIN THEOREM
We are now ready to prove the following Main Theorem, stated in the
Introduction.
Main Theorem. Let G be a 2-edge-connected weighted graph. Then the
edges of G can be covered by circuits of total weight at most w(G)+w(H),
for some subgraph H with at most |V(G)|&1 edges.
Proof. By Theorem 4.3, G has a cycle X, consisting of vertex-disjoint
circuits, and a 4-flow f such that
(5.1) E0( f )X and |E\2( f )"X | |V(G)|&|X |&1.
Let fx be a 2-flow in G with support S( fx)=X. If w(E\2( f ) & X)>w(E0( f )),
then, by Proposition 4.2 with k=4, f +2 fx yields a 4-flow f $ in G such that
E0( f $)X and E\2( f $)"X=E\2( f )"X,
and moreover, E\2( f $) & X=E0( f ) and E0( f $)=E\2( f ) & X. So f $ has
property (5.1), and additionally, w(E\2( f $) & X )w(E0( f $)). Thus we
may assume that f has been chosen so that w(E\2( f ) & X)w(E0( f )).
Regarding f as a nowhere-zero 4-flow in S( f ), by Proposition 4.1, we
have two cycles A and B such that A _ B=S( f ) and A & B=E\2( f ).
Now, [A, B, X] represents a circuit cover of E(G) with weight
w(A)+w(B)+w(X)=w(S( f ))+w(E\2( f ))+w(X ).
The right-hand side of the above equation can be rewritten as
w(G)&w(E0( f ))+w(E\2( f ) & X )+w(E\2( f )"X )+w(X ).
Using that w(E\2( f ) & X )w(E0( f )), we derive that
w(A)+w(B)+w(X)w(G)+w(E\2( f )"X )+w(X ).
Letting H=E\2( f ) _ X (=(E\2( f )"X ) _ X ),
w(A)+w(B)+w(X )w(G)+w(H).
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We note that
|H|=|E\2( f )"X |+|X |,
and using the second part of (5.1), |H||V(G)|&1. This completes the
proof of the theorem. K
6. COVERING VERTICES
Theorem 6.1. The vertices of a 2-edge-connected graph G can be covered
by circuits of total length at most 2( |V(G)|&1), where |V(G)|2.
Proof. Let V3(G) be the set of vertices of degree at least 3 in G. We
use induction on :(G)=|E(G)|+|V3(G)|. If :(G)=2, then |V3(G)|=0,
|E(G)|=2, and G consists of two parallel edges, for which the theorem
holds obviously. Assume that :(G)3 and the theorem holds for all graphs
G$ with :(G$)<:(G).
We may assume that G has no loop, for otherwise apply the induction
hypothesis to the graph obtained from G by removing a loop. If V3(G)=<,
G is a circuit and the theorem is obviously true. Suppose therefore that
V3(G){<.
Consider first the case that there is an edge e with both ends in V3(G).
If G"e is 2-edge-connected, apply the induction hypothesis to G"e and we
are done. Assume thus that G"e has a cut [e$]. So [e, e$] forms a cut
of G. Let G$ be the graph obtained from G by contracting e and inserting
a new vertex u into e$ (replacing e$ by a path of length 2). It is clear that
|E(G$)|=|E(G)| and |V3(G$)|=|V3(G)|&1. By the induction hypothesis,
there is a circuit cover of V(G$) with length at most
2( |V(G$)|&1)=2(|V(G)|&1).
Since [e, e$] is a cut of G and noting that the new vertex u has degree 2
in G$, any circuit cover of V(G$) can be converted into a circuit cover of
V(G) with the same length, and so we are done. Assume therefore that
there is no such edge e, that is, V3(G) is an independent set in G.
Let H be the graph homeomorphic to G in which each vertex has degree
at least 3. Thus, G can be regarded as a graph obtained from H by replacing
each edge e # E(H) with a path P(e), where V(H)=V3(G). We note that
|P(e)|2 for each e # E(H) since V3(G) is an independent set in G and G
has no loop. Now, assign to each edge e # E(H) a weight w(e)=|P(e)|. So
H becomes a weighted graph with w(e)2 for each e # E(H). Noting that
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each e # E(H) corresponds to a path P(e) which contains |P(e)|&1 vertices
of degree 2 in G, we have that
|V(G)|=|V(H)|+ :
e # E(H)
( |P(e)|&1).
Using
:
e # E(H)
( |P(e)|&1)= :
e # E(H)
|P(e)|&|E(H)|=w(H)&|E(H)|,
we derive that
|V(G)|=|V(H)|+w(H)&|E(H)|,
and so
(6.1) |V(G)|&|V(H)|=w(H)&|E(H)|.
By the Main Theorem, the weighted graph H has a circuit cover of E(H)
with weight at most w(H)+w(F ) for some subgraph F of H with |E(F )|
|V(H)|&1. By the fact that w(e)2 for each e # E(H), we have that
w(F )=w(H)& :
e # E(H)"F
w(e)w(H)&2(|E(H)|&|E(F )| ).
Hence,
w(H)+w(F )2(w(H)&|E(H)| )+2 |E(F )|,
and by (6.1),
w(H)+w(F )2( |V(G)|&|V(H)| )+2 |E(F )|.
Since |E(F )||V(H)|&1, we obtain that
w(H)+w(F )2( |V(G)|&1).
Clearly, any circuit cover of E(H) with weight l gives rise to a circuit
cover of E(G), and so V(G), with length l. This completes the proof of
Theorem 6.1. K
Remark. A graph G is minimally 2-edge-connected if G is 2-edge-connected
but G"e is no longer 2-edge-connected for each e # E(G). In the above proof,
the final circuit cover of V(G) is in fact a circuit cover of E(G). Thus, a
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byproduct of the proof is that every minimally 2-edge-connected graph G
has a circuit cover of E(G) with length at most 2( |V(G)|&1), which was
conjectured by Fraisse [8].
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